LUBRICATION SOLUTIONS FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES

BRAVO-OMEGA BOX PUMPS:

SMX-SMO:

Electric piston pumps designed to operate with one or more
pumps, with or without internal bypass. Designed to work
with progressive systems, they can feed one or more lines
independently and, thanks to the automa�c versions equipped with built-in control boards, they can also manage cyclic
and opera�ng �mes. For the food industry, DropsA has designed a solu�on in a varnished or stainless steel box that
guarantees safety and compliance with industry standards.
It is equipped with a pump, ﬁlters, regulators and control
instruments, making it a ready-to-use solu�on for every
system.

The SMO and SMX series dividers are modular progressive dividers. This
system is made up of two main parts: the base and the dividing elements.
Unlike the single block systems, the modular dividers provide signiﬁcant
advantages: - the system can easily be extended by adding base and
element modules without having to rethink the system – the modular
concept guarantees low replacement costs in case of failure – the modular
elements for SMO and SMX oﬀered by DropsA are available with various
ﬂow rates, which allows the user to always ﬁnd the right dosage depending
on the components being lubricated, thereby being able to mix all the
elements that need to be lubricated within the same feeder, without the
need to compromise or having to create separate feeding blocks.

SMP DIVIDER

NP-NPR:

SMP is a progressive cylinder block distributor that is ideal for applica�ons in small spaces. It is available in 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 outputs,
each with a dosage of 0.2 cm³ per cycle (0.012 cu. inch). The single output
of the feeder may be combined with the one located adjacent by elimina�ng the special ﬁ�ng and applying a plug. Visual or electronic monitoring
works by removing the plug and installing a complementary visual or
electronic device.

DropsA nano-Progressive (nP) feeders, with their compact and solid design, are the ideal solu�on for oil and
grease lubrica�on in applica�ons requiring minimal but accurate lubricant dosing in small spaces. By means of
the progressive piston movement coupled with micrometric play inside the sliding hole, the inlet ﬂow rate is
distributed in very precise quan��es among the diﬀerent available outlets.
Thanks to a new RigidLock interlocking mechanism between the elements, nano-Progressive (nP) has the rigidity of a mono-block feeder but the ﬂexibility of a modular segmented unit. The nano-Progressive Replaceable
(nPr) DropsA feeder uses an innova�ve rail & lock concept to allow the element to be replaced or re-organised
without the need for complete disassembly.

SOLUZIONI DI LUBRIFICAZIONE PER ETICHETTATRICE

GEAR PUMPS:

ELECTRIC PUMPS

DropsA's 3410... series electric gear pumps are self-lubrica�ng pumps capable of
opera�ng with a wide range of oils and ﬂuids and have the great advantage of working
with recircula�on systems without the need for the ﬂuid in circula�on to undergo a
par�cularly ﬁne ﬁltra�on.

Series 340 electric pumps are o�en used with stainless steel (AISI 316) progressive cavity
pumps for oil lubrica�on of parts that are very close to the products and, therefore, where the
risk of contamina�on is higher.

nP/nPR/SMP
SMO/SMX

33V
LOCOPUMP S3
Single-ac�ng pneuma�c pump generally used in systems with single line progressive
feeders. This pump is available with two tanks, in 0.5 kg, ideal for small spaces, and 2
kg. Both tanks are spring-loaded, thanks to which it can easily dispense NLGI 2.The
transparent tank makes it possible to keep track of the remaining amount of lubricant.
The minimum level of lubricant present is indicated by a grease distribu�on control
switch, which allows remote alarm signals to be given in the machine on which it is
mounted. The product's high reliability is also guaranteed by the use of steel in the
construc�on of all the pumping components.

HYDRAULIC OR PNEUMATIC PUMPS
The hydraulic pumps (series 3107...) or compact pneuma�c pumps (series 3103...) are o�en used
together with oil systems with type 33V valves and brush, felt or oil bath units for the lubrica�on of
slideways and conveyor belts of bo�ling, washing and labelling systems.

